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Abstract

Desirable scaffolds for tissue engineering should be biodegradable carriers to supply suitable

microenvironments mimicked the extracellular matrices for desired cellular interactions and to pro-

vide supports for the formation of new tissues. In this work, a kind of slightly soluble bioactive

ceramic akermanite (AKT) powders were aboratively selected and introduced in the PLGA matrix,

a novel L-lactide modified AKT/poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) (m-AKT/PLGA) composite scaffold was

fabricated via a solvent casting-particulate leaching method improved by solvent self-proliferating

process. The effects of m-AKT contents on properties of composite scaffolds and on MC3T3-E1 cel-

lular behaviors in vitro have been primarily investigated. The fabricated scaffolds exhibited three-

dimensional porous networks, in which homogenously distributed cavities in size of 300–400 lm

were interconnected by some smaller holes in a size of 100–200 lm. Meanwhile, the mechanical

structure of scaffolds was reinforced by the introduction of m-AKT. Moreover, alkaline ionic prod-

ucts released by m-AKT could neutralize the acidic degradation products of PLGA, and the apatite-

mineralization ability of scaffolds could be largely improved. More valuably, significant promotions

on adhesion, proliferation, and differentiation of MC3T3-E1 have been observed, which implied the

calcium, magnesium and especially silidous ions released sustainably from composite scaffolds

could regulate the behaviors of osteogenesis-related cells.
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Introduction

To overcome the shortages of bone graft transplantation, tissue

engineering has been considered as a feasible approach to repair and

reconstruct the bone defects caused by wounds or bone diseases [1].

As a momentous component of bone tissue engineering, scaffolds

served as the temporary platform which provided a suitable space

and microenvironment to allow cell adhesion, migration and prolif-

eration, to deliver the biochemical factors, to enable diffusion of

nutrients and metabolites, and to support new tissue formation.

Primarily, scaffolds should possess adaptive biomechanical proper-

ties and three-dimensional interconnected pore networks. It has

been described that pore sizes ranging between 300 and 400 lm

were most suitable for the regeneration of bone tissues and high

porosities were able to promote cell migration and vascularization

of ingrown tissue [2–4]. More importantly, the desirable scaffolds

for bone tissue regeneration should be osteoinductive and biode-

gradable, and the degradation products should have no adverse

effects on seeded cells and neighboring tissues [5]. All these proper-

ties would be closely related to the processing methods and the

matrix materials.

Numerous techniques have been employed to fabricate scaffolds,

such as solvent casting-particulate leaching, gas foaming, phase
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separation and electrostatic spinning [6–9]. Solvent casting-

particulate leaching (SC-PL) method was most commonly used

owing to simple operation, and the pore size and the porosity of

scaffolds could be well controlled by the particle size and the

amount of the incorporated salt particles. However, the traditional

SC-PL method tended to cause the isolated and heterogeneously dis-

tributed pores, resulting from the high viscosity of polymer solution

and the poor contact degree of salt particles in polymer solution, as

well as the different apparent densities between salt particles and

polymer solution [10].

Even much greater concern was the matrix materials for fabrica-

tion of scaffolds. Nowadays, a wide variety of composite materials

have been being investigated to aspire after the controllable physical

and chemical properties as well as to construct a favorable microen-

vironment in vivo for regeneration of bone tissues. PLGA as the

copolymers of PGA and PLA has been widely utilized as biodegrad-

able and biocompatible material in many fields, such as drug-

delivery, orthopedic fixation devices and construction of tissue engi-

neering scaffolds [11–13]. It could be facilely molded into irregular

even more complex shapes to match with defect sites, and its degra-

dation rate could be regulated by adjusting the amount of PLA and

PGA units to accommodate to the tissue regeneration rate.

However, the poor bioactivity, the acid degradation products and

the suboptimal mechanical properties of PLGA scaffolds have lim-

ited its extensive application in bone tissue engineering [14].

It has been much prevalent to combine bioactive inorganic fillers

with biodegradable polymers to fabricate composite scaffolds. In

such scaffolds, the appropriate inorganic fillers could not only rein-

force porous structures, but also play a vital role in promoting cell

adhesion, proliferation and osteogenic differentiation [15].

Furthermore, bioactive fillers should be capable of neutralizing the

acidity of polymer degradation products to avoid aseptic inflamma-

tory response, and facilitating the formation of bone-calcium phos-

phate interface layer [16]. However, there was a common problem

associated with inorganic fillers/polymer composite via directly mix-

ing without else treatment, which the incorporated fillers would not

form a close interface with polymer matrix and would not homoge-

neously dispersed, due to the poor interface compatibility resulting

from the high surface energy of fillers and low surface energy of pol-

ymer [17].

A number of inorganic materials have been proved to be bioac-

tive, such as hydroxyapatite (HA), calcium phosphate (b-TCP),

wollastonite (CS), silicate-based bioglassVR and some Ca–Mg–Si-con-

taining bioceramics [18–23]. As a member of Ca–Mg–Si-containing

bioceramics, akermanite (AKT) (Ca2MgSi2O7, AKT) has received

significant attention owing to its superior apatite-mineralization and

osteoinduction ability by the release of soluble ionic products [24,

25]. The slightly soluble AKT could release calcium ions, magne-

sium ions and silidous ions in aqueous solutions to create an alkales-

cent microenvironment. And studies in vivo have indicated

that AKT possessed more stronger abilities of promoting bone

regeneration and angiogenesis when compared with traditional

b-TCP [26, 27].

In this work, a novel L-lactide modified AKT/poly (lactic-co-gly-

colic acid) (m-AKT/PLGA) composite scaffold was fabricated via a

solvent casting-particulate leaching method improved by solvent

self-proliferating process, in which the AKT powders were abora-

tively selected to reinforce the scaffolds, to supply an alkalescent

microenvironment, and especially to promote the osteogenesis

instead of the growth factors. Firstly, AKT powders were modified

with the L-lactide to improve the interface compatibility with PLGA,

and then introduced in the PLGA matrix. Subsequently, the solvent

casting-particulate leaching method was technically improved by the

solvent self-proliferating process and then applied to fabricate the

m-AKT/PLGA composite scaffolds with interconnected and homo-

genously distributed pores. Furthermore, the influences of m-AKT

powders on the scaffold performances and the cellular behaviors of

MC3T3-E1 cells were systemically investigated.

Materials and methods

Preparation and surface modification of AKT powders
AKT powders were synthesized using calcium nitrate tetrahydrate

(Ca(NO3)2�4H2O), magnesium nitrate hexahydrate (Mg(NO3)2�6H2O)

and tetraethyl orthosilicate ((C2H5O)4Si, TEOS) as raw materials by

sol–gel method [24]. Powders were wet ground by a planetary ball mill

using ethanol as liquid medium. After that, ethanol was replaced by

deionized water. AKT powders were received after freeze-drying.

Powders were modified with L-lactide to improve the compatibility

with PLGA. 3 g L-lactide (LLA) was dissolved in 20 ml dimethylben-

zene, and the homogeneous LLA solution was drop slowly into AKT

dimethylbenzene suspension (3 g AKT powders with 10 ml dimethyl-

benzene) at 90�C. The grafting polymerization of LLA on AKT surfaces

was carried out with 0.1 wt% Sn(Oct)2 as a catalyst at 120�C for 48 h

under gentle stirring and the protection of nitrogen. Finally, the modi-

fied AKT (m-AKT) powders were collected by filtration, and then,

rinsed with chloroform and distilled water three times, and vacuum-

dried at 60�C. The m-AKT powders were characterized by Laser

Particle Size Analyzer (LPSA; Mastersizer 3000E, Malvern, UK), X-ray

diffraction (XRD; X’Pert MPD 3 kW, Philips, The Netherlands), and

Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR; Nicolet 6700, Thermo

Scientific, Germany).

Fabrication of porous scaffolds
Scaffolds were fabricated by the combination of solvent casting, sol-

vent self-proliferating and salt particle leaching method. First, a cer-

tain amount of PLGA powders (75/25) (Mw¼132 kDa, Mn¼84 kDa,

purchased from Institute of Medical Instrument Tsinan, Shandong

Province, China) were dissolved in chloroform to form homogeneous

solution (0.2 g/ml), and the solution was poured into m-AKT chloro-

form suspension (0.4 g/ml) under continuous stirring for 2 h. Then

sodium chloride (NaCl) particles (particle size ranging from 300 to

400lm) were added into the suspension and stirring until the mixture

became viscous slurry. Subsequently, the slurry was slowly dropped

into a porous cylindrical mesh (U 12 mm) which was immersed in

anhydrous ethanol under moderate agitation. Uncompacted compo-

site formed after 1 h, then loaded into a mold (inner diameter

U12mm) and compressed at 10 MPa for 5 min. Finally, the com-

pressed composite was soaked in fast-agitated distilled water contain-

ing 20% (v/v) ethanol for 24h to leach out the NaCl particles, and the

m-AKT/PLGA porous scaffold was obtained after air-dried.

To confirm the suitable NaCl particles dosage in which the scaf-

folds exhibited desired porosity and mechanical strength for bone

tissue engineering, different amounts of NaCl particles were added

to fabricate the pure PLGA scaffolds (mass ratio of NaCl to PLGA,

8:1, 7:1, 6:1, 5:1 and 4:1). Based on the results, different composite

scaffolds (mass ratio of m-AKT to PLGA, 1:9, 1:4 and 2:3, marked

as C10, C20 and C40, respectively) were prepared to investigate the

effects of m-AKT content on the properties of scaffolds (optimal

mass ratio of NaCl to PLGA and m-AKT). All the scaffolds were

fabricated with the same processes. The only difference was the
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mass ratio of NaCl to PLGA for pure PLGA scaffolds, and the mass

ratio of m-AKT to PLGA for composite scaffolds.

Characterization of scaffolds
The section morphology of scaffolds was observed by scanning elec-

tron microscope (SEM; JSM-5900LV, Hitachi, Japan) coupled with

an energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS). The porosity of scaffolds

was measured by Archimedes immersion technique as our previous

research described [28]. In brief, cylindrical scaffold (A 12�3 mm2)

with dried mass G1was immerged into a porosity analyzer (DXR,

Xiangtan Apparatus Plant, China). Ethanol was used as the liquid

medium, and penetrated into the pores of the whole scaffold under

vacuum. Next, scaffold was removed from the ethanol. Wiped away

the ethanol on the surface of sample, and the sample was weighed

as G2. The porosity was calculated by the following equation:

Porosityð%Þ ¼ G2 �G1ð Þ=qpR2h� 100%, where q is the density of

ethanol, R is the radius of scaffold and h is the height of scaffold. The

compressive strength of cylindrical scaffolds (A 12�3 mm2) was

determined by a mechanical testing apparatus (AG-IC 50KN,

Shimadzu, Japan). Briefly, scaffold was placed between two parallel

plates and compressed with a constant deformation rate of 1 mm/min.

The compressive strength of scaffold was defined when the specimen

was compressed to 30% of its original thickness.

In vitro degradation of scaffolds
Pure PLGA scaffolds (C0), composite scaffolds with m-AKT content

of 20 wt% (C20) and 40 wt% (C40) were selected to carry out the

degradation experiments by incubating the samples (A 12�3 mm2)

in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH¼7.4) at 37�C. Each scaffold

was weighed as Wd (dried mass) and placed in a polyethylene tube.

The amount of PBS using as a degradation medium was 50 times Wd.

All tubes were evacuated for 10 min to ensure the scaffolds

were immersed in PBS. Then, the tubes were sealed and placed in a

shaking water bath with 120 rpm at 37�C up to 12 weeks. Three

tubes of each kind of scaffolds were selected out for characterization

every week. The degradation medium was collected to measure the

pH value variation with a pH meter (PHS-3 C, Rex, China). The scaf-

fold taken out from the tube was washed with deionized water and

vacuum-dried for 24 h then weighed as Wt. The weight loss of

the scaffold was calculated as following expression: Weight

lossð%Þ ¼ Wd �Wtð Þ=Wd � 100%. And the compressive strength of

scaffolds was also measured.

In vitro bioactivity of scaffolds
In vitro bioactivity of the cylindrical scaffolds (A 12�2 mm2) was

assessed with the mineralization of hydroxyapatite by immersing the

samples in simulated body fluid (SBF, pH¼7.4) at 37�C. The prepa-

ration of SBF was according to our previous research [28]. Scaffolds

C0, C20 and C40 were soaked in SBF solution in a polyethylene

container at 37�C (the ratio of SBF volume to scaffolds mass was

200 ml/g). After immersion for 1, 3, 5, 7 and 14 days, the Ca, P, Si

and Mg ionic concentration, respectively, of SBF in containers were

analyzed by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectro-

scopy (ICP-OES; Vista-MPX, Varian, USA). After soaked for

2 weeks, the scaffolds were removed from SBF and rinsed with dis-

tilled water, then vacuum-dried. The surface morphology of the

scaffolds after immersion, as well as the chemical composition at

some specific sites, was determined by SEM, EDS and XRD.

Cell culture
MC3T3-E1 cells (purchased from the Shanghai Institute of

Biochemical and Cell Biology) were cultured in a flask

with Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) containing

10% (v/v) fetal calf serum at 37�C in a humidified atmosphere with

5% CO2. The culture medium was replaced every two other days.

When reaching 70–80% confluence, the cells were harvested from

the bottom of culture flask with 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA and used in

the subsequent study.

Cytoskeletal and morphology of MC3T3-E1 cells

on scaffolds
The scaffolds (three-dimensional size 8�8 � 2 mm3) were sterilized

in 75% ethanol for 2 h and then were air-dried in a UV sterilized

super clean bench for a whole day. Before cell seeding, the scaffolds

were washed thrice with sterile PBS and then placed into 24-well

plates. MC3T3-E1 cells were seeded onto the scaffolds at an initial

density of 1�104 cells per scaffold. The culture medium was

removed and the scaffolds were rinsed twice with PBS after cultured

for 3 days. For confocal microscopy imaging, the cells on scaffolds

were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min. The F-actin and

nuclei of cells were, respectively, stained with rhodamine phalloidin

for 20 min and 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole for 10 min. Finally,

cells were rinsed with PBS two times. The confocal images were

taken using a fluorescence microscope (Leica TCS SP5, Germany).

For morphology observation, cells were fixed 2 h with 2.5% gluta-

raldehyde. Next, the fixed cells were dehydrated by a graded series

of ethanol (30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95% and 100%) for

15 min. The cell morphology was observed by SEM.

Cell proliferation of MC3T3-E1 cells on scaffolds
The proliferation of MC3T3-E1 cells cultured on scaffolds (8�8 �
2 mm3) was determined by the quantitative MTT (3-(4,5-dime-

thylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide) assay. In brief,

sterilized scaffolds were placed in 24-well plates, and cells were seed

onto scaffolds (1�104 cells per scaffold) then cultured. At the set

time points, the Ca, Mg and Si ionic concentrations of the cell cul-

ture medium were analyzed by ICP-OES, and the scaffolds were irri-

gated with PBS two times to remove the residual culture medium.

Five hundred microlitre of MTT solution (0.5 mg/ml) was added to

each well to immerse the scaffold and then incubated for 4 h.

Subsequently, the MTT solution was replaced by 500 lL dimethyl

sulfoxide (DMSO) to dissolve the formazans crystals completely for

15 min. The formazan solution of each sample was transferred to

the wells of a 96-well plate (100 lL per well) and the absorbance at

490 nm was measured using a microplate reader (EL�800, BIO-

TEK, Atlanta, GA).

Evaluation of osteogenic differentiation of MC3T3-E1

cells on scaffolds
MC3T3-E1 cells were cultured on the scaffolds C0, C20 and C40 at

the same conditions described above. After incubation for different

time, the culture medium was removed and the cells on scaffolds

were rinsed two times with PBS followed by trypsinization. The cell

lysate products were obtained by three cycles of freezing and thaw-

ing [29]. ALP activity was assayed by commercially available test

kits as described by the manufacture. To assess Col I and OCN

expression, Col I and OCN contents in cell lysates were measured

using ELISA assay kits according to the instructions from the
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manufacturer, respectively. All test kits were purchased from

Jiancheng Institute of Biotechnology (Nanjing, China).

Statistical analysis
All the data were presented as mean 6 standard deviation (SD) from

at least three individuals. Analysis of the results was performed by

one-way ANOVA using SPSS18.0 software. A P values<0.05 was

considered statistically significant.

Results and discussion

Characterization of AKT powders
The AKT powders were synthesized and modified by LLA. The

XRD spectra of AKT and modified AKT powders (m-AKT) are

shown in Fig. 1a. It was obvious that AKT and m-AKT diffraction

peaks existed at 2h¼23.93�, 28.90�, 31.12�, 44.43� and 51.88� cor-

responded to the (1 1 1), (2 0 1), (2 1 1), (2 1 2) and (3 1 2) crystal

planes of AKT (Ca2MgSi2O7) registration in the JCPDS database

(Standard card no. JCPDS 79-2425), respectively. These peaks were

well complied with the AKT. The FTIR pattern of AKT powders

modified before and after is shown in Fig. 1b. Peaks at 1009 cm�1,

973 cm�1, 851 cm�1, 586 cm�1 and 476 cm�1 showed in AKT, LLA/

AKT (physical mixture of LLA and AKT) and m-AKT spectra

belong to the characteristic absorption peaks of AKT [30, 31]. It

could be observed that spectra of LLA and LLA/AKT displayed a

characteristic carbonyl peak at 1764 cm�1, and m-AKT spectra

showed an absorption peak at 1736 cm�1 which might be attribut-

able to the carbonyl group of the polyester originated from the poly-

merization of LLA on the surface of AKT powders [17]. These

results indicated that m-AKT powders were successfully prepared

without obvious structural diversification before and after modifica-

tion. The particle size of m-AKT powders were estimated to be

681.4 6 247.8 nm and presented normal distribution according to

Fig. 1c.

Fabrication and characterization of scaffolds
All the scaffolds were fabricated by the combination of solvent cast-

ing, solvent self-proliferating and salt particle leaching method. The

production process flow is shown in Fig. 2. Solvent casting-salt par-

ticle leaching (SC-PL) was one of the most popular techniques to

fabricate porous scaffolds. However, the traditional SC-PL method

tended to cause isolated pores resulting from the high viscosity of

polymer solution as well as the poor contact degree of salt particles

in polymer solution. In most cases, the salt particles were heteroge-

neously distributed in the polymer due to the different apparent den-

sities between salt particles and polymer solution [10]. In this work,

the fabrication method was improved by the solvent self-

proliferating process based on the traditional SC-PL method. The

mixed slurry (using chloroform as solvent) of PLGA, m-AKT and

NaCl particles was slowly dropped to a porous cylindrical mesh

immersed in slow stirring anhydrous ethanol. Because the chloro-

form in slurry might easily diffuse into ethanol, the PLGA in dripped

slurry would be quickly supersaturated, resulted in the fast nuclea-

tion and semi-solidification of PLGA on the surface of m-AKT par-

ticles and NaCl particles, and the semi-solidified PLGA could

prevent NaCl particles from subsiding. As the results, NaCl particles

would be homogenously distributed in the PLGA matrix, and an

uncompacted composite formed after 1 h immersion. After that, the

composite was compressed under 10 MPa for 5 min to increase the

direct contact between NaCl particles and to impel the semi-

solidified PLGA matrix to fill the gaps or space which was occupied

by ethanol droplets. Finally, the composite was soaked in fast-

agitated distilled water containing 20% (v/v) ethanol to dissolve

NaCl particles. As we all known, ethanol was easily to penetrate

into PLGA matrix, which have a softening effect on the polymer,

resulting in the chain mobility increase. This would facilitate the

water molecules to leach out NaCl particles.

Figure 1. Characterizations of powders. (a) XRD spectra. (b) FTIR pattern. (c) Particle size distribution

Figure 2. Steps of the improved solvent casting-salt particle leaching method
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On the other hand, the porosity, pore interconnectivity and

mechanical strength of the scaffolds were closely related to the salt

particles dosage. Therefore, the effects of the salt particles dosage on

the porosity and mechanical strength of pure PLGA scaffolds were

investigated to determine the appropriate salt particles dosage in

composite scaffolds used for bone tissue engineering. The porosity

of the pure PLGA scaffolds was ranging from 67.6 6 1.9–

85.2 6 2.3%, which increased with the increase of the dosage of

porogens. On the contrary, the compressive strength of the pure

scaffolds decreased from 1.96 6 0.17–0.72 6 0.11 MPa (shown in

Fig. 3). Researches have shown that porosity approximate or larger

than 80% would be propitious to promote cell migration and

vascularization of ingrown tissue [3, 4]. Our results showed that the

pure PLGA scaffolds exhibited with the compressive strength of

1.24 6 0.12 MPa and the porosity of 79.4 6 1.8% when the mass

ratio of porogens to PLGA was 6:1, and this ratio was selected and

fixed in the fabrication of composite scaffolds. The scaffolds not

only have high porosity but also possess moderate compressive

strength. However, the compressive strength of scaffolds needed to

be enhanced for bone tissue engineering applications. In order to

reinforce the scaffold matrix and to endow the scaffold with osteoin-

ductivity, m-AKT powders were introduced to fabricate composite

scaffolds (a mass ratio of porogen to PLGA and AKT powders was

fixed as 6:1).

The cross section morphology of scaffolds was observed by SEM

and is shown in Fig. 4. Pores formed after the salt particles were

leached out. The vast majority of cavities were irregular polygonal

in shape with the size of 300–400 lm, and were distributed homoge-

nously in scaffolds and interconnected by some smaller holes (sized

100–200 lm) in the walls. This desired pore structure could indi-

rectly verify the improvement of fabrication method by the solvent

self-proliferating process. It could be also found that the walls of

pure PLGA scaffolds (C0) were relatively intact comparing with that

of the composite scaffolds, and the number of small holes on the

wall of composite scaffolds increased and the size trended to bigger

with the increase of m-AKT contents, especially, the walls in the

scaffolds C40 were almost damaged. It might be because the appa-

rent density of m-AKT powder was larger than PLGA, and the same

weight of composite (m-AKT powders and PLGA) occupied smaller

volume than PLGA, resulting in too large volume ratio of the

porogens.

Porosity and compressive strength of the scaffolds are shown in

Fig. 5. The porosity of composite scaffolds was a little higher than

pure PLGA scaffolds owing to the larger volume ratio of porogens.

The compressive strength of composite scaffolds gradually became

higher than that of pure PLGA scaffolds with the increase of m-AKT

contents via the reinforcement of m-AKT powders on the PLGA

matrix. When the content of m-AKT was 20%, the compressive

strength of scaffolds reached to 2.16 6 0.18 MPa, and the porosity

was 81.3 6 2.1%. However, while the amount of m-AKT increased

to 40%, the compressive strength of scaffolds C40 was rapidly

dropped down to 1.76 6 0.17 MPa, only a little higher than scaf-

folds C10 (1.51 6 0.12 MPa) and much lower than scaffolds C20.

The results indicated that the reinforcement effect of m-AKT pow-

ders on scaffolds would be seriously decreased due to the damage of

wall when the addition of m-AKT powders exceeded a certain limit.

It has been found that the volume fraction and the distribution

of the incorporated inorganic particles would be the main factors

determining the level of reinforcement [32]. In order to further

understand the variation rules of strength with the addition of m-

AKT powders, the textures, configurations, as well as the m-AKT

distributions in PLGA matrix were observed by SEM imaging for

the ruptured section of scaffolds (shown in Fig. 6). The m-AKT pow-

ders in scaffolds C10 and C20 were uniformly dispersed in PLGA

matrix, and the agglomeration of m-AKT particles was negligible. In

Figure 3. Effect of porogen dosage on the porosity and compressive strength

of pure scaffolds

Figure 4. SEM images of the cross section of scaffolds. (a) C0. (b) C10. (c)

C20. (d) C40

Figure 5. Effect of m-AKT content on the porosity and compressive strength

of scaffolds
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particular, the incorporated inorganic particles contacted closely

with polymer matrix without notable interfaces due to the strong

linkages between the PLGA matrix and the LLA grafted on the sur-

face of m-AKT powders. However, obvious agglomerations of m-

AKT particles were observed and the particles were unevenly distrib-

uted in the matrix resulting from the overdosage of m-AKT powders

for the scaffolds C40. Both the minor linkage between matrix and

surfaces of aggregates and the slack interfacial contact between m-

AKT powders inside aggregates made the m-AKT particles to be rel-

atively slid, even led to the destruction of scaffold integrity under

the external force. As a result, the compressive strength of scaffolds

reduced pronouncedly.

In vitro degradation of scaffolds
The degradation of m-AKT/PLGA composite scaffolds in PBS pri-

marily involved the fracture of PLGA molecular chain and the dis-

solution of AKT. Macroscopically, the weight loss, the pore

enlargement, the strength reduction and other phenomena would

be emerged in the degradation process. The weight loss ratio of

scaffolds is exhibited as in Fig. 7a. The weight loss of all groups

increased progressively during the whole degradation period. At

the end of 12th weeks, the weight loss of group C0 (WL¼21.5%)

was lower than that of group C20 (WL¼27.2%) and group C40

(WL¼31.8%). For group C0, the rate of weight loss was slow at

the beginning, and then sharply increased after eighth weeks.

During the whole degradation period, the weight loss of group

C20 and C40 was higher than that of group C0, and the weight

loss speed of group C20 and C40 gradually tended to slow, espe-

cially for group C40. Fig. 7b shows that the compressive strength

of all scaffolds decreased with the immersion time increasing, and

the compressive strength of composite scaffolds was higher than

that of pure scaffolds all the time owing to the enhancement effect

of m-AKT phase. It could be seen from Fig. 7c that the pH of

group C0 presented a slight decrease during the first 9 weeks, and

then decreased dramatically until the experiment ended at 12th

weeks (pH¼4.52). However, the pH of groups C20 and C40

appeared mild increase in the first few weeks followed by a light

decrease. At the end of several weeks, the pH value of group C40

and C20 gradually tended to stabilize at 7.45 and 6.68, respec-

tively. Literatures had suggested that the hydrolysis of the PLGA

ester group mainly happened on the surface of PLGA scaffolds

since the poor hydrophilic at the beginning. For composite scaf-

folds, the hydrolysis could occur simultaneously on surface as well

as in interior for the hydrophilic fillers promoting hydrone to per-

meate through PLGA matrix [33]. With degradation continue, the

previous acid degradation products residual inside the scaffolds

accelerated the degradation of scaffolds C0 duo to the autocata-

lytic effect, and the degradation products gradually diffused into

surrounding media result in the weight loss increase and pH

decrease sharply. The researches of H. Li et al have indicated that

the incorporation of some types of alkalinity inorganic fillers (such

as BG and CS) in polymer scaffolds could weaken the autocatalytic

effect and compensate the pH decrease on account of the release of

Ca and Si ionic products.[20, 34]. Previous studies have also indi-

cated that alkalinity AKT powders possess slight dissolving

capacity, and could release Ca, Mg and Si ionic products resulting

in the pH increase of degradation medium [25, 27]. Fig. 7d reveals

that the Ca, Mg and Si ionic concentration increased in SBF after

scaffolds C40 immersed for different periods. These results above

indicated that the dissolvable ionic products of m-AKT powders in

composite scaffolds could neutralize the acidic degradation prod-

ucts released by PLGA to improve the acidic degradation

environment.

In vitro bioactivity of scaffolds
The mineralization of hydroxyapatite on the material surface in

simulated physiological environments has been regarded as the

important indicator of the bioactivity of bone repair materials. The

apatite-mineralization ability on m-AKT/PLGA composite scaffold

has been investigated via the surface morphology observation and

chemical composition analysis on the scaffolds soaked in SBF for

2 weeks as well as the ionic concentration changes in SBF after scaf-

folds C40 immersed for different periods (shown in Figs. 8 and 7d,

respectively). The surface morphology of scaffolds C0, C20 and C40

after soaked in SBF for 2 weeks is shown in Fig. 8a–c. The pure

PLGA scaffold C0 exhibited a smooth surface without any observ-

able mineralized product. However, large amounts of spherical min-

eralized nanoparticles were formed and distributed uniformly on the

surface of scaffold C20. As for the scaffold C40, the surface was

fully covered by a thin film of mineralized nanoparticles, and a small

number of large particles were observed. The surficial chemical

composition analysis (EDS) clearly showed that Ca and P peaks

were detected on the surface of scaffolds C20 and C40 in compari-

son with scaffolds C0, and the Ca/P molar ratio were, respectively,

1.84 and 1.72, in close proximity to the stoichiometric of perfect

hydroxyapatite 1.67. Fig. 8d shows the chemical components of

scaffolds after scaffolds immersed for 2 weeks, and the characteristic

peaks of hydroxyapatite were observed on scaffolds C20 and C40,

but not found on scaffolds C0. The results of SEM observation, EDS

analysis and XRD pattern demonstrated the apatite-mineralization

ability of m-AKT/PLGA composite scaffold, and the decreases of P

and Ca ionic concentrations in SBF could also indicate the formation

of calcium phosphate precipitates.

Filipowska et al. [35] found that the surfaces of sol-gel bioactive

glass/PLGA composite scaffolds were completely covered by spheri-

cal calcium phosphate deposits after the scaffolds soaked in SBF for

Figure 6. SEM images of the ruptured section of scaffolds. (a) C0. (b) C10. (c),

(e) C20. (d), (f) C40
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2 weeks. Previous studies have also indicated that AKT possess supe-

rior apatite-mineralization ability in SBF and could induce the for-

mation of round or lath-like apatite crystallites [24, 25]. In this

study, the nano-apatite particles were found both on the surfaces of

scaffolds C20 and C40 after soaking 2 weeks. To some extent, the

mechanism of apatite formation on m-AKT/PLGA composite scaf-

folds might be similar with bioactive glass [36]. When m-AKT/

PLGA scaffolds were soaked in SBF, the Hþ and H3Oþ attacked

Ca–O, Mg–O ionic bonds and Si–O covalent bonds. As the bond

energy of Ca–O bond was much lower than Mg–O and Si–O bond,

Ca–O bonds were easy to break under the hydrolysis. Lots of Hþ

took the places of Ca2þ and then the Ca2þ diffused into SBF

resulting in the formation of silanol groups and negative charge

layer on the surfaces of scaffolds. Under the action of electrostatic

field force, the Ca2þ concentration around composite scaffolds sur-

face gradually became higher than that in SBF. When the combina-

tion rate of Ca2þ and phosphate groups (PO3- 4) became faster than

their dissolution velocity, the Ca2þ would unite with PO3� 4 to

form nucleation of nano-apatite particles and grew up. It was

obvious that the thin film consisted of numerous spherical nano-

apatite particles on the scaffolds C40, and many isolated spherical

nano-apatite particles were distributed on scaffolds C20. It might be

attributed to that more silanol groups (nucleation sites) exposed on

the surfaces of scaffolds C40 resulted in larger nucleation density

with the increase of content of m-AKT, and then large numbers of

crystal nucleus grew up and finally formed the overlying strata of

apatite. It had been reported that apatite layer similar to the inor-

ganic mineral phase of bone on the surface of the material provided

an ideal environment for six cellular reaction steps that included col-

onization by osteoblasts, followed by proliferation and differentia-

tion of the cells, and the formation of apatite could combine with

some extracellular matrix ingredient secreted by osteoblasts to form

new bone that had a mechanically strong bond to the implant sur-

face [37]. The presence of apatite particles on composite scaffolds

indirectly indicated that the incorporation of m-AKT powders could

improve the bioactivity of composite scaffolds.

MC3T3-E1 cellular behaviors on scaffolds in vitro
Cell attachment and cell morphology on scaffolds

MC3T3-E1 cells were cultured on scaffolds C0, C20 and C40 for

3 days, and the cytoskeletal organization and the morphology of

cells are shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that cells adhered to the

surface of all scaffolds. A large proportion of cells on scaffold C0

presented the elongated morphology, but the cells on scaffolds

Figure 7. (a) Weight loss of scaffolds. (b) Compressive strength of scaffolds. (c) pH value variation of the degradation medium. (d) Ca, Mg, Si and P ionic concen-

trations in SBF after scaffolds C40 were immersed for different periods

Figure 8. SEM images of surface morphology and EDS of scaffolds C0 (a),

C20 (b), and C40 (c). (d). XRD pattern of scaffolds after soaked in SBF for

2 weeks
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C20 and C40 mainly exhibited the polygonal shape and the

larger volume. This indicated that cells spread and grew better

on the composite scaffolds. The surface characteristics of scaf-

folds have been known to significantly affect cell adhesion and

spreading. Previous literatures have shown that the rough and

hydrophilic surface of biomaterials were favorable to the interac-

tions between the materials and cells [38]. The surfaces of pre-

pared composite scaffolds (shown in Fig. 6) appeared with sags

and crests due to the impaction of m-AKT powders, and the exis-

tence of m-AKT powders in scaffolds could improve the hydro-

philic of scaffolds.

Proliferation of MC3T3-E1 cells on the scaffolds
Osteoblast proliferation played an important role in the process of

bone formation. The proliferation of MC3T3-E1 cells on scaffolds

C0, C20 and C40 was quantitatively evaluated using MTT assay as

an indicator of cells number after the cells were cultured for differ-

ent time. The optical density (OD) absorbance values for different

groups are shown in Fig. 10a. It was quite clear that the OD value of

all groups increased with culture time, and this indicated that all the

scaffolds possessed good cytocompatibility. Fig. 10a also illustrates

that there was no significant differences of OD value after 1 day cul-

ture, while group C40 and group C20 presented obviously higher

OD value than that of group C0 after 3 days culture. Fig. 10b shows

the Ca, Mg and Si ionic concentrations of cell culture medium of

group C40, and the ionic concentrations of cell culture medium

were much higher than that of the initial culture medium on account

of the dissolve of m-AKT powders in composite scaffolds during the

whole cultivation process. The results proved that the introduction

of m-AKT could promote the proliferation of MC3T3-E1 cells on

the composite scaffolds, and the promotion effects would gradually

revealed with the release of involved ions. Previous studies have sug-

gested that Si was an indispensable element for the reconstruction

and calcification of bone tissue, and the existence of silidous ions

released from bioactive glass were in favor of the proliferation of

cells [26,39,40]. In this study, the dissolution of m-AKT in compo-

site scaffolds not only increased the ionic concentration of Ca2þ and

Mg2þ but also supplied the silidous ions which were originally

barely existed in the culture media. In addition, the releasing of Ca

and Mg ions made the culture medium slightly alkaline which

were propitious to the growth of the basophile MC3T3-E1 cells.

Therefore, it might be considered that Ca, Mg and Si-rich

environment was mainly responsible for the high proliferating rate

of composite scaffolds.

Osteogenic differentiation of MC3T3-E1 cells on

the scaffolds
Osteogenic differentiation was known as the critical process closely

related to the mineralization of extracellular matrix for bone regenera-

tion. Alkaline phosphatase activity was widely recognized as the deter-

minate marker of early differentiation of osteoblasts because the main

physiological functions of alkaline phosphatase (ALP, a glycoprotein

external to the cell membrane) were involved in the hydrolyses of the

organic alkaline and the inorganic pyrophosphate to increase local

concentration of orthophosphate and relieve the inhibition to bone

salt formation for bone mineralization [41]. Type I collagen (Col I)

was the major extracellular matrix protein, accounting for approxi-

mately 85% of the protein in bone synthesis. Type I collagen synthesis

promoted osteoblastic differentiation and mineralization, and

increased as the osteoblastic differentiation proceeded [42].

Osteocalcin (OCN) was associated with bone mineralization owing to

its ability to bind calcium and hydroxyapatite, and it was also one of

the important indicators of the osteogenic differentiation, which was

usually synthesized only by mature osteoblast-like cells in the extracel-

lular matrix of bone tissue [43]. In this research, the ALP activity and

the expression of osteogenic-related proteins (Col I and OCN) were

detected to investigate the effects of m-AKT component in scaffolds

on cell differentiation of MC3T3-E1 (shown in Fig. 11). On the

whole, the ALP activity (Fig. 11a) for all three groups obviously

increased with the culture time. Among them, all groups maintained

at a comparatively low level without significant difference for 3 days

culture, and group C40 showed a little higher activity than group C20

and significantly higher than group C0 for 3-day culture, but the ALP

activity for both group C20 and group C40 were remarkably higher

than group C0 with significant differences for 6 and 12 days culture.

The expression of Col I (Fig. 11b) and OCN (Fig. 11c) for three

groups increased with the time of cultivation, and the protein expres-

sion level of group C40 and C20 was much higher than that of group

C0 with significant differences after incubation for 12 days. These

indicated that m-AKT incorporated in composite scaffolds could pro-

mote the differentiation of MC3T3-E1 cells due to the regulative and

stimulative effects of the released ionic products. These results were

consistent with other previous studies which have shown that the Ca

and silidous ions released from calcium silicate-based bioglass and

Figure 9. Confocal images and SEM images of MC3T3-E1 cells after three days culture on scaffolds: (a), (d) C0. (b), (e) C20. (c), (f) C40
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bioceramics could promote osteoblasts proliferation and differentia-

tion [44, 45].

Conclusion

It has been a consensus that the main functions of scaffold for tissue

engineering should be to supply a suitable microenvironment mim-

icked the extracellular matrix for the desired cellular interactions,

and to provide a supporter for the formation of new tissue. The

desirable scaffold should be a biodegradable carrier with three-

dimensional interconnected porous network and with sufficient

mechanical strength. In this work, the fabrication method of scaf-

folds was improved by the solvent self-proliferating process based

on the traditional SC-PL method, and a kind of slightly soluble

CaO–MgO–SiO2-based bioceramics AKT was introduced into the

scaffolds instead of the usually used growth factors. The fabricated

scaffolds exhibited a large number of irregular polygonal cavities

(300-400lm in size) which were homogenously distributed in scaf-

folds and were interconnected by some smaller holes (sized 100–

200 lm) in the walls. This three-dimensional interconnected porous

network was capable of transporting nutrients and metabolites, and

the surfaces with sags and crests due to the impaction of m-AKT

powders was conducive to the cell adhesion and spreading.

Moreover, the mechanical structure of the porous scaffold was obvi-

ously reinforced by the introduction of m-AKT powders. Compared

with pure PLGA scaffolds, the compressive strength of m-AKT/

PLGA composite scaffolds could be elevated to 2.16 MPa, while

the porosity was 81% when the m-AKT content was 20%.

Furthermore, the alkaline ionic products released from m-AKT

powders could neutralize the acidic degradation products of PLGA

so that the degradation rate of scaffolds would be altered via weak-

ening the autocatalytic effect, and the apatite-mineralization ability

of scaffolds could be improved. Meanwhile, the slightly alkaline

microenvironment resulted by the release of alkaline ionic products

might be in favor of the growth of the basophile MC3T3-E1 cells.

More importantly, the sustainably released calcium ion, magnesium

ion, and especially silidous ions could synergistically regulate behav-

iors of osteogenesis-related cells, and exhibit significant promotive

effects on adhesion, proliferation and differentiation of MC3T3-E1

cells. These results suggested that the m-AKT/PLGA composite scaf-

fold fabricated by the improved solvent casting-particulate

leaching method would be a potential candidate for bone tissue

engineering.
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